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Welcome to the Dolphin-Laser Swim Team! This handbook should serve as your first resource for any questions you may have as you

become familiar with the Dolphin-Laser program. Inside you will find information about your responsibilities as a parent; how best to

communicate with the coach; an outline of the team’s financial policies, how billing works and other important policies; as well as

valuable information about swim meets, the coaching staff and more. if, after reading this handbook, you still have questions,

please call the swim office.

The goal of the Dolphin-Laser team is to provide a positive and motivating experience that builds self esteem, develops the athlete to

his/her fullest potential, and gives swimmers the skills and lessons of competitive swimming that they may take with them through all

walks of life. 

finanCial informaTion

Within the Dolphin-Laser Swim Team, there are two different billing systems, which are described below.

Team unify aCCounT

Upon joining you will be approved and sent a user name and password for the Dolphin-Laser web site, as well as login instructions.

Usage of this web site as a member will be referred to as your Team Unify account. This access will also allow for meet sign up, ac-

count information and other items. All fees, other than monthly training fees, will be on your Team Unify account (swim meet entry,

current team members’ USA Swimming registration yearly fee and any extra items you may purchase). you will be accountable for

supplying an automatic draft source for your Team unify account. The swim team office may assist you in viewing this account

but cannot set up the automatic draft for you. The swim office cannot view your automatic draft information. All swimmers on ac-

counts with an invoice balance that is more than 90 days past due will be suspended from meet participation until a payment plan is set

up with the swim office. 

monThly TraininG fees

Monthly training fees are processed for the team by the swim team coordinator at the LRRC and then billed through the LRAC.

Monthly training fees are separate from the Team Unify account. For all non-members, your training fees are set up on automatic draft

through the LRAC. If you are a member of the LRAC or LRRC, the monthly fee will be processed with your club account. The Dol-

phin-Laser Swim Team office located at the LRRC does all the bookkeeping on your account. Please refer to the team website,

www.dolphin-laser.com, for training costs and schedules.

* Automatic Drafts for monthly fees will be debited on the 10th of each month. (First months’ fees will be pro-rated based on join

date). If you join at the beginning of the month, your first and second month’s training fees will be combined.

membershiP CanCellaTion PoliCy

A written cancellation must be submitted to the team email address at swimoffice@dolphin-laser.com, or by mail to Swim Office, #1

Huntington Rd., Little Rock, AR, 72205,  one month prior to the swimmer’s last practice. Do not tell the coach on deck.

There will be no refund given if you drop from the team before the end of a billing cycle.

yearly reGisTraTion fee

A $100 annual fee is required for each swimmer upon completion of this registration. This fee cannot be billed through your

LRAC/LRRC club account. It can only be billed through your Team Unify account.

• $59 of the registration fee is passed to Arkansas Swimming Inc. (ASI) to cover each swimmer’s USA swimming membership

fee. As a registered USA Swimming Team, every athlete of the team must be registered with USA Swimming. As members of

USA Swimming, each athlete will receive a membership card, have both liability and secondary medical insurance coverage, and

receive an annual subscription to USA Swimming’s bi-monthly publication SPLASH magazine.

• The remaining $41 of the registration fee remains with the team and is used to pay for team administrative costs, your team T-

shirt, your team swim cap and goodie bag.

If you join for the summer months only: the registration fee is only $55 (Summer SEASONAL REGISTRATION ONLY). Upon re-

newal in September, the annual fee will be the full $100.

swim meeT fees

entry fees: At the beginning of each season, a meet schedule will be posted on the team web site. The majority of meets we partici-

pate in are United States Swimming Sanctioned meets. Typically, you can expect to be charged a surcharge per swimmer of $3-$15

and $1.50-$3 per each event the swimmer competes in. Surcharges vary by meet location and meet level. Developmental meets typi-

cally offer 5 events. Three-day meets can offer up to 12 events. The average total meet entry could range from $12-$30. These fees are
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billed to the swimmer’s Team Unify account and will be deducted from the payment source associated with that account.

Travel and lodging: Depending on your child’s level, some meets will require overnight lodging. You are responsible for all costs

associated with transportation, lodging and meals. You are also responsible for reserving your own room. A suggested hotel will be

posted at the beginning of the season.

heat sheets: Heat sheets are offered for sale by the host team at each swim meet and range in price from $2-$15.

equiPmenT CosTs

Please write your name on all equipment!

workouT equiPmenT

fins: Swimmers will need a pair of fins to help develop technique and leg strength. They should be solid and have a shoe to slip the

foot in. Fins with a strap do not support the foot as well and tend to break easily. Also, fins used for scuba diving are too heavy and not

flexible enough. The best advice for swim fins is to try them on. They should feel snug because when they are being used to kick in

the water, they need to feel secure and not loose. The proper fins can be ordered through the team’s outfitting company, Splashwear

Aquatics in North Little Rock, or online from sites such as SwimOutlet.com. The price range is $20-$25.

Goggles: Swimmers need goggles to protect the eyes. They come in all varieties. Trying on several kinds to see what is comfortable

will help you make the best decision of what to buy. While goggles can last a while, they can be affected by chlorine and wear out

with time. They are available at Splashwear Aquatics, online from sites such as SwimOutlet.com, sporting goods stores and some

swim meets. Please write your swimmer’s name on the strap so that we may return the goggles to their owner. The price range is $10-

$20. Prescriptive goggles are available through various stores and online sites. If your child is allergic to latex, you may want to try

Swedish goggles.

Practice suit: A suit that fits is important for the comfort of the swimmer. Practice suits can be found in many stores in many price

ranges. They are usually found on sale at the end of each swimming season. Some swim meets will have suits for sale. These suits

work well as practice suits. Suits WILL wear out due to regular use and exposure to pool chemicals, so regularly check the condition

of your swimmer’s suit and replace as necessary.  After each swim, the swim suit should be rinsed in cool water (not detergent) and al-

lowed to air dry. This will help preserve the swim suit for a longer period of time.

swim caps: Swim caps are needed for swimmers with long hair. The caps are necessary for keeping hair out of the face when learning

proper technique. The price range is $5-$10 and they are available at Splashwear Aquatics, online from sites such as SwimOutlet.com,

and some swim meets.

additional equipment: Depending on the swim level, each coach may request other equipment to be used in practice such as pull

buoys, kickboards, hand paddles, and center-mount snorkels.

ComPeTiTion equiPmenT

Team suit: The Dolphin-Lasers are encouraged to wear the team suit at all competitions. These are ordered at the beginning of the

season from Splashwear Aquatics. The price is approximately $50.

extra cap and goggles: Swimmers should always have an extra cap and goggles.

Team caps: Each swimmer receives one cap per year at their first competition. Swimmers are encouraged to wear this cap at each

meet.

Team T-shirt: Team T-shirts are passed out each fall in conjunction with team pictures. Team T-shirts should be worn at all swim team

functions.

oPTional equiPmenT

Team T-shirts and sweatshirts: These are special ordered throughout the year and emails are sent out notifying of their availability.

Prices vary.

Parkas: Parkas may be ordered with the team order in the fall or online. This heavy coat is great for wearing between events at a

meet. It is suggested that the swimmer be on the team for one year before making this investment. Price range is $80-$125.

warm-ups: Warm-ups may be ordered with the team order in the fall or online. It is suggested that the swimmer be on the team for

one year before making this investment. Prices range between $50-$60 per piece. Shipping and embroidery is extra. 

PoliCies

volunTeer PoliCy

Parent involvement is required for the program to operate smoothly. The volunteer policy applies for the parents of all Dolphin-Laser

swimmers who compete in USA sanctioned swim meets.

each family is required to work at least 5 sessions for the short course season. If you are unable to complete the requirement a

$50 volunteer charge will be billed to your Team Unify account at the end of the season (prorated for $10/session). if your swimmer

is swimming in a team-hosted long-course meet, each family is required to work at least 2 sessions. If you are unable to complete

the requirement a volunteer charge will be billed to your Team Unify account at the end of the season (prorated for $10/session). if
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your child is attending asi state Championships, and we are hosting the event, parents must work an additional two sessions.

volunteers must signup online prior to the event! Team Unify has a system for keeping up with your volunteer hours. You must

sign up for your volunteer position under “job sign up” by midnight prior to the start of the meet. The jobs are on a first-come, first-

serve basis, so please sign up quickly.

volunteers must also sign the volunteer check-in book located at the clerk of course/awards table in order to receive credit for

their participation. It is the volunteer’s responsibility to sign in. Unless excused by the meet director, the volunteer must remain dur-

ing the entire length of the session he is working, regardless of when the swimmers’ races are completed.

Note: Bringing items to the hospitality room is always needed and appreciated. We generally feed 30-40 coaches and officials at each

meet. However, this does not fulfill the requirements of the volunteer policy. Only if a volunteer works a session in the hospitality

room does it fill the requirements.

Officials are excluded from the volunteer policy.

new member PoliCy

• New members must complete registration forms and billing information forms within the first 5 days of practice. 

CommuniCaTion PoliCy

If questions or problems should arise, the lines of communication are always open, but please avoid disrupting a practice to discuss

anything with the coach. This time is devoted to swimmers exclusively. The primary means of communication is through the Dolphin-

Laser team web site and email. Please let us know if you do not have access to email or a computer. If you are not receiving emails

and have given us your email address at registration, or if your email address has changed, please log into your Team Unify account

and make the necessary changes. Each swimming family has a mailbox (file folder) at the pool practice location where unclaimed

meet awards will be placed. Please check your mailbox and the team web site regularly. The following are the best methods of finding

information or meeting with a coach. 

• When you have questions, first turn to the web site to see if it can be answered either in this handbook or elsewhere on the site.

• All coaches have email addresses and this is the preferred method of contacting them. Email addresses are on the web site.

• When email contact is not appropriate, you may contact the coach in the coaches’ office via phone or in person. Please remem-

ber that a coach is preparing for practice immediately prior to practice and may be beginning another practice immediately fol-

lowing your swimmer’s practice, so before or after practice may not be the appropriate time to discuss your concerns. Emailing

the coach to schedule a meeting is ideal. Coaches’ email addresses can be found on the web site under the Coaches Tab.

workouT PoliCy

Workouts are the coaches’ time to teach a swimmer more about the sport of swimming, self-esteem, respect and team work. The fol-

lowing policies are in effect to help achieve these goals.

• The coach should not be interrupted while on deck. If you have any questions, please contact the coach before or after a work-

out. Please refer to the communications policy of this handbook for the best way to contact coaches.

• All swimmers must be picked up promptly after their activities have been completed.

• The coach is not responsible for swimmers before or after the scheduled activity.

•  Swimmers are not allowed to enter the water prior to workout unless supervised by a parent.

• The coach will decide when the swimmer is ready for the next level based on the swimmer’s strength, technique, endurance and

mental readiness. For a review of what criteria are used to determine a swimmer’s readiness, see the placement criteria section of

the web site.

• If a swimmer needs to leave practice early, he/she must bring a signed note excusing him/her from practice. 

• If there is a medical reason for your child to be excused from practice, please send a note.

• Locker room privileges for the entire team can be revoked due to the misconduct of any team member. Please refer to and ad-

here to the facilities policy outlined in this section.

• Do not send your child to practice if he/she has a fever.

DisCiPline PoliCy

• A swimmer will be dismissed from activities for drug or alcohol use, improper language, stealing and/or fighting.

• A coach may dismiss swimmers from activities if they disrupt and/or limit the performance of another swimmer.

• The coach will treat your child with respect and expects the same from Dolphin-Laser swimmers.

• When wearing any item representing the Dolphin-Laser Swim Team, the member should remember that his/her actions and

words reflect on the team and should act accordingly and show respect.

• Any damage to facility or equipment caused by a swimmer or family member must be paid for by the swimmer or his/her fam-
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ily.

If the coach feels the swimmer is conducting himself/herself in any manner that is disruptive, unsafe or in opposition of any of the

policies stated in the handbook, the following actions may be taken:

• First offense will result in a verbal warning from the coach.

• Second offense will result in a “time out” for the swimmer.

• Third offense will result in a parent, coach and swimmer conference.

• Drug use, stealing or fighting will result in an immediate conference with the parent, coach and swimmer.

weaTher PoliCy

DeveloPmenTal

• If Little Rock Public Schools are closed due to inclement weather, practice is cancelled.

• If it is lightning or thundering outside, bring suit as well as dry-land clothes.

aGe GrouP

winTer weaTher PoliCy:

• If Little Rock Public Schools are closed during the day due to inclement weather, practice will be cancelled.

• If the weather clears up throughout the day, we will possibly have changed the workout time or will hold workout at regular

time. Please check web site for information.

• If it is lightning or thundering outside, bring suit as well as dry-land clothes.
summer weaTher PoliCy:

• If it is lightning or thundering during summer morning practice, it will be cancelled. But all age-group levels should attend

the afternoon practice.

• If it is lightning or thundering 15 minutes prior to afternoon practice, bring dry-land clothes and a swimsuit. We will have lec-

ture, training videos, team meeting, and or dry-land training. Also bring swim gear, if it clears we will swim.

• If lightning and thunder begin during practice: we will move indoors and continue with dry-land, lectures, or videos.

senior

winTer weaTher PoliCy:

• If Little Rock Public Schools are closed during the day due to inclement weather, practice will be cancelled.

• If the weather clears up throughout the day, we will possibly have changed the workout time or will hold workout at regular

time. Please check web site for information.

• If it is lightning or thundering outside, bring suit as well as dry-land clothes.
summer weaTher PoliCy:

• If it is lightning or thundering during any summer practice, there will be a dry-land practice. Bring dry-land clothes and suit in

case it clears up.

holiDay PoliCy

• Workouts will not be held on the following holidays: New Year’s Day, Easter, Memorial Day, 4th of July, Labor Day, Thanks-

giving Day, and Christmas Day.

• There are breaks scheduled at the end of each season. They will be posted on the web site. Swimmers are still responsible for

payment during these scheduled breaks.

ouT-of-Town meeT PoliCies

Out-of-town meets are an important aspect of a swimmer’s career. The travel experience will prepare your child as he/she advances

through the age-group ranks. The trips can be great fun for parents and swimmers alike, building bonds between teammates, parents,

siblings and coaches. 

• Parents are responsible for swimmer’s transportation to and from meets.

• Parents are responsible for hotel reservations. Prior to the meet, a team hotel list will be posted on the website.

• In the event a swimmer attends a meet with another swimmer’s parents, a medical release and emergency phone number should

be given to the chaperoning parent. The swimmer should contribute for lodging and travel expenses. These should be agreed upon

and paid directly to the chaperone. Each swimmer is responsible for meals and spending money.

• Coaches have many responsibilities to the entire team and cannot accept responsibility for an individual swimmer. Do not ask

the coach to provide transportation or lodging.

Team Travel PoliCy

It is important for swimmers to participate in meets both with and without their parents in attendance at an appropriate age. This adds
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to the growth experience a child can gain from competitive swimming, teamwork and individual initiative. As a swimmer progresses

to the Zone, Junior or Senior Nationals levels, oftentimes they attend these meets without his/her parents. 

• All Dolphin-Laser swimmers must travel with the team and stay in the hotel with the team on all team trips.

•  Dolphin-Laser swimmers must remain with the team for the duration of the trip, including meals and team functions.

• If a Dolphin-Laser swimmer would like to return with his/her parents, he may leave if his/her meet is over and arrangements are

made prior to the start of the trip with a signed permission slip. However, the swimmer is still responsible for full round-trip trans-

portation costs.

• The full amount of designated transportation costs will be collected in advance and will not be refunded.

• All release forms must be signed prior to the trip.

• All swimmers are expected to adhere to the Code of Conduct and to follow all regulations set forth by the coach and chaperones.

• Swimmers who cannot obey the rules set forth by the chaperones and coaches will be scratched from the meet and sent home at

the parent’s expense.

CoDe of ConDuCT PoliCy

Upon advancing to the Age Group or Senior levels, each swimmer will be asked to sign a Code of Conduct.

DolPhin-lasers

CoDe of ConDuCT
The purpose of this code of conduct is to promote the best possible team and individual impression at all times, and to acknowledge

each individual’s responsibilities as a member of the team.

I, ________________________________________, a member of the Dolphin-Laser Swim Team, agree to abide by the standards of

conduct outlined below as long as I am a member of the team.

I will strive to become the best person I can be; I will accept the challenges and responsibilities of family, education, and community. I

will develop a positive attitude for myself and be supportive of my teammates.

I will strive to be the best athlete I can be; training and performing at the highest level I can. I will encourage my teammates to do the

same in practice and competition.

I will display proper respect and good sportsmanship toward coaches, teammates, fellow competitors, parents, officials, administra-

tors, staff and members, and others involved in the sport of swimming.

I will become a model traveler; I will use good manners and behavior; I will cheerfully follow the directions of my coaches and chap-

erones, including established curfews. I will leave the hotel room clean and orderly upon check-out.

I will refrain from illegal and inappropriate behavior that might distract from the positive image and outstanding reputation of the Dol-

phin-Laser Swim Team or United States Swimming or be detrimental to their performance objectives.

I will not participate in actions of dishonesty, theft, or vandalism, nor will I associate with peers who do.

I will not posses or use alcohol, tobacco, or illegal or non-prescribed drugs, nor will I associate with peers who do.

I will abide by the policies in the Dolphin-Laser Swim Team Handbook.

Failure to comply with this Code of Conduct may result in, but is not limited to, either or all of the following actions:

• Coach may remove the swimmer from practice for that day.

• Swimmer may not be allowed to participate in some or all team activities temporarily or permanently. This includes being

scratched from events or the meet altogether without refund of any fees paid.

• During team travel, a severe violation of this code is justification for the swimmer to be sent home from the meet at their par-

ent’s expense.

Upon violating the Code of Conduct, Coaches will investigate the circumstances of the violation and inform the individual and his/her

parents. Disciplinary action will be taken accordingly.

Swimmer’s Signature Parent’s Signature 

Date Date
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lrrC/ lraC PoliCies

We are fortunate to be able to have Dolphin-Lasers who are not members of the LRAC or LRRC. We appreciate all members and non-

members following the below rules so we may continue with this privilege.

• Swimmers who are non-members may only use the club during designated practice times and team functions. They are only to

use the ares designated for swim team use.

• Family members are not allowed to use the facility. A guest pass may be purchased.
loCker rooms:

• Please do not change in the bathroom stalls. With so few bathroom stalls in the locker room, it is essential that we save them for

the purpose intended!  The changing rooms in the locker rooms may be used if needed, however, changing rooms are provided at

the pools.    

• You must take your clothing, bags, books, etc. with you to the pool. The locker rooms must be kept clean.  Items left unattended

in the locker rooms will be put with lost and found.

• The sauna, steam room and hot tub are all for the use of members who are 14 and older. The rules are posted in each locker

room.

• The Club Facilities are for the use of members. Swim team dues allow facility use for practice only during practice hours. If you

are interested in purchasing a membership, stop by the Racquet Club membership office.

• Please pick up your children within 15 minutes of practice ending. If you will be late picking up your child, they may wait in the

pool area (not the locker room).

• Please do not take home Racquet Club towels. If you use a towel, put it into one of the hampers when you are finished.  

• It is recommended that each swimmer keep their practice gear in a mesh bag.These may be purchased at Splashwear Aquatics or

online sites.

• The area at the end of the pool can get quite messy if each athlete does not pick up after himself/herself. Please remind your

swimmer to put away the Racquet Club’s kickboards and pull buoy that they use. Pack up their personal items (fins, goggles,

caps, paddles, etc.), recycle their water bottles, and pick up any trash left by their lane. 

Team levels

For information about team levels, athlete progression and expectations, please see the Progression of an Athlete page on the web site. 

ParenT resPonsibiliTies

resPonsibiliTy To your swimmer

Please make every effort to have your swimmer at practice on time and ready to swim 5 minutes before practice. Realize that your

child is working hard and give all the support you can. As a parent, your major role is to provide a stable, loving, and supportive envi-

ronment. This positive environment will encourage your child to continue. Show your interest by ensuring your child’s attendance at

practices, coming to swim meets, volunteering for your club’s program and at meets, participating in fundraising, etc. Parents con-

tribute to the success experienced by the child and the team. Parents serve as role models and their children emulate their attitude. Be

aware of this and strive to be a positive role model.

be enThusiasTiC anD suPPorTive

Remember that your child is the swimmer. Children need to establish their own goals and make their own progress toward them. Be

careful not to impose your own standards and goals. Do not overburden your child with winning or achieving best times. Let them

know that first they are the child you love, and second, a swimmer. Tell them you will love them whether they swim well or not and

ask only that they give their best effort. Learning about oneself while enjoying the sport is the most important part of the swimming

experience. Let the coach judge the swimmer’s performance and technique. Let the Coach talk to your child about what they could

have done better. Your role is to provide love and support regardless of the outcome. The coach’s role will provide the critique and in-

formation for improvement.

waTChinG PraCTiCe

The Dolphin-Lasers have an open door policy for all practices and encourage parents to observe practices periodically. Through the

years we have noted several parents become workout partners, carpoolers, and best friends just from the time they share during

practice. Some will organize socials, file ribbons, and have helped with administrative needs during the practice sessions.

When you do watch a practice we ask a few things from you:

• Sit on the side of the pool and not close to the start end.

• Do not coach your child during practice; this distracts swimmers and coaches and contradicts the coach’s job.

• Do not coach your child when they come home; this is a sure way to create pressure and confusion.

• Do not talk to the coach during practice.

At swim practice coaches want the children’s attention focused on the coach and the tasks at hand. Occasionally children miss an in-
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struction, or have a goggle problem, or are involved in some other distraction, or are simply playing and having fun – which are all

normal behaviors for young children. Coaches view these little difficulties as opportunities for the children to develop good listening

skills, ability to reason, and self discipline. Sometimes coaches allow failure on purpose — a missed instruction leaving the child con-

fused often results in the child learning to pay better attention the next time. Coaches endeavor to provide an environment for the

children to develop these skills. A well-intentioned and over-enthusiastic mom or dad sometimes has difficulty allowing their child to

miss something and wants to interfere. It’s understandable. We know it is common in many other youth sports for parents to stand at

the sidelines and shout instructions or encouragements and sometimes admonishments to their children. However, at swim practice

coaches ask parents not to signal them to swim faster, or to tell them to try a certain technique, or to offer to fix a goggle problem, or

to move away from some other “menacing” swimmer, or even to remind them to listen to the coach. In fact, just as you would

never interrupt a school classroom to talk your child, you should not interrupt a swim practice by attempting to communicate directly

with your child.

What’s wrong with encouraging your child during practice? There are two issues. First we want your child to focus on the coach and

to learn the skill for their personal satisfaction rather than learning it to please their parents. Secondly, parental encouragement often

gets translated into a command to swim faster and swimming faster may be the exact opposite of what the coach is trying to accom-

plish. In most stroke skill development practices we first slow the swimmers down so that they can think through the stroke motions.

Save encouragements and praise for after the practice session! This is the time when you have your child’s full attention to tell them

how proud you are of them.

What’s wrong with shouting or signaling instructions to your children? Those instructions might be different from the coach’s instruc-

tions and then you end up with a confused child. Sometimes you might think the child did not hear the coach’s instruction and you

want to help. Most of us do not want to see our own kids make a mistake. The fact is that children miss instructions all the time. Part

of the learning process is learning how to listen to instructions. When children learn to rely on a backup they will have more difficulty

learning how to listen better the first time. As parents, many of us want our children protected from discomfort and adversity and we

will attempt to create or place them in an environment free from distress. So, what’s wrong with helping your child fix their goggles

during practice time? Quite simply, we want to encourage the children to become self-reliant and learn to take care of and be responsi-

ble for themselves and their own equipment. Swimming practice is a terrific place to learn these life skills. Yes, even beginning at age

6 or 7. If you need to speak to your child regarding a family issue or a transportation issue or to take your child from practice early you

are certainly welcome to do so but please approach the coach directly with your request and we will immediately get your child out of

the water.

resPonsibiliTy aT DolPhin-laser hosTeD meeTs

The Dolphin-Laser Booster Association funds most of our Booster Association expenses through hosting swim meets. The Booster As-

sociation pays for all expenses except for payroll. The expenses include the following: pool rental, coaches’ travel and meet expenses,

training equipment, awards banquet, administrative expenses, awards for meets, running the summer league program, Team Unify web

site fees, awards/motivation expenses, social expenses, and coaches’ education, to name a few.  The team hosts six meets during the

short-course season and 2 to 3 meets in the summer. The profit made from these swim meets covers the expenses of the booster board.

It can take from 60 parent volunteer positions for a one-day meet and up to 150 volunteer positions for a three-day meet. That aver-

ages about 30 volunteers for each session.

Organizing enough volunteers for the meet can be demanding and is crucial to the success of the meet. Your participation is critical to

the success of the meet and is required of every family with a swimmer participating in USA Swimming sanctioned meets. Most posi-

tions require very little training and if a volunteer is unsure about a position please contact the meet director for any questions. Please

familiarize yourself with the volunteer policy outlined in the Policies section of this handbook.

how To be a suPPorTive ParenT

besT kinD of ParenT:

The coach’s job is to motivate and critique the swimmer’s performance. It is the parent’s job to supply the love, recognition, and en-

couragement necessary to make the child work harder in practice, which in turn gives him/her the confidence to perform well in com-

petition.

Ten anD unDer:

Ten and unders are the most inconsistent swimmers and this can be frustrating for parents, coaches and the swimmer alike. Parents and

coaches must be patient and permit these youngsters to learn to love the sport. Swimmers will go through changes as their bodies grow

or they concentrate on technique, causing their times to slow down. However, this will result in much faster swimming for the individ-

ual. It is important that we reward the swimmer as long as they are putting forth the effort regardless of the outcome. We want the

swimmer to enjoy the sport so they may continue swimming as part of a healthy lifestyle.

noT every Time

Even the best swimmers will have meets where they do not do their best. These “plateaus” are a normal part of swimming. You cannot
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expect the swimmer to improve every time. The training season is designed to have your swimmer performing his/her best at a peak

meet. The older swimmers may have only two or three meets each year in which they are rested and tapered. Your role as a parent is to

be supportive of your child and to recognize the effort he/she is putting forward.

love, shelTer, feeD anD GeT To PraCTiCe on Time

Swimmers train hard and it is important their bodies are receiving the proper food so that it may keep up with the demands of training.

If the swimmer is not eating well-balanced meals, the performance in workout will be weak and therefore result in ineffective training.

It is also important that your swimmer gets to practice on time and stays for the whole practice. The practice time is developed to

allow time for proper stretching, warm-up and cool-down. These are important for the swimmer to help prevent injury and to prepare

the body for the best training time. If your child is late, he/she will miss this warm-up phase, as well as any announcements or team-

building exercises. 

We strongly recommend that swimmers try to attend as many practices as possible. It is like any sport: the more you practice the better

you’ll be! So, the more often a swimmer attends practice, the faster they usually progress. Our coaches assume that swimmers are

going to miss practice here and there for many different reasons. One of the best things about swimming is that the swimmers get what

they put into it. As a sport, swimming promotes the development of self-discipline and inner-strength. Even the swimmer who may

come every day, but does not swim his/her best practices, will see it in the end. Our program uses attendance for a few things: practice

and stroke building, meets, relays, and coaching decisions. Practices that are on the calendar are the recommended practices and com-

mitment for that particular group. We use attendance for decisions like: is this swimmer ready and/or prepared for his/her meet. We

want to see the swimmers at the majority of practices to allow them to develop into the best they can be.

allow The CoaCh The oPPorTuniTy To CoaCh

The relationship between swimmer and coach is very important. When parents interfere with the coach’s opinion as to how the swim-

mer should swim or train, it causes considerable, and often insurmountable, confusion as to whom the swimmer should listen to. re-

member, the coach is a trained professional in the sport and holds the knowledge necessary to allow your child to become the best

athlete possible. If you have a problem, concern, or complaint, please contact the coach away from practice time so you may discuss

your concerns.

Problem wiTh The CoaCh

One of the traditional swim team communication gaps is that some parents seem to feel more comfortable discussing their disagree-

ments over coaching philosophy with other parents rather than taking them directly to the coach. Not only is it difficult to resolve con-

flict in this manner, but in fact this approach often results in new problems being created. Listed below are some guidelines for a

parent when raising some difficult issues with a coach:

• Try to keep foremost in your mind that you and the coach have the best interest of your child at heart. If you trust that the coach’s

goals match yours, even though his/her approach may be different, you are more likely to enjoy good rapport and a constructive di-

alogue.

• Keep in mind that the coach must balance your perspective of what is best for your child with the needs of the team. On occasion,

an individual child’s interest may need to be subordinate to the interest of the group.

• If your child swims for an assistant coach, always discuss any matter first with that coach, following the same guidelines noted

above. If the coach cannot satisfactorily resolve your concern, then ask the head coach to join the dialogue as a third party.

• If another parent uses you as a sounding board for complaints about the coach’s performance or policies, listen sympathetically,

but encourage the other parent to speak directly with the coach. He/she is the only one who can resolve the problem.

DolPhin-laser boosTer assoCiaTion

The Dolphin-Laser Booster Board is a non-profit organization composed of parent volunteers and coaches created to support the needs

of the Dolphin-Laser Swim Team. The board raises money to pay for all expenses except for payroll. The expenses include the follow-

ing: pool rental, coaches’ travel and meet expenses, training equipment, awards banquet, administrative expenses, awards for meets,

running the summer league program, Team Unify web site fees, awards/motivation expenses, social expenses, and coaches’ education,

to name a few. Most of the funds raised to support the team are through team-hosted swim meets. Team sponsorship opportunities are

also available. Please visit the team web site or ask a coach for a sponsorship packet.


